
BLANK ARGUMENTATIVE ESSAY OUTLINE

Putting together an argumentative essay outline is the perfect way to get started on your argumentative essay
assignmentâ€”just fill in the blanks!.

These are fallacies, and fallacies are the very things you should avoid because they will be the death of your
proposition. Argumentation, as one of the major methods of discourse, can be applied to almost any written
work that involves critical reasoning in any area or discipline. Since it is a writing assignment, expect to do
more than just a summary because you would also have to pick a stand and defend a position with supporting
evidence based on your research or interpretation. Make your claim and then defend it by also answering
questions and not evading them. Argument Essay Worksheet unm. Most materials handed to you by your
professors in college and most reference books you read to help you with papers you have to turn in have been
debated by another person, sometime in the past. While some of what they share and write as comments are
frankly genuine and thought-provoking, others are just childish and sometimes borderline pathetic, shouting
for attention, taunting an author or anyone with a case that clashes with their opinion. Argumentative Essay
Outline depts. Stuck on Your Argumentative Essay? Although their techniques at times met criticisms from
the likes of Plato because it only highlighted debating skills for verbal displays, Gorgias, Hippias, Prodicus,
Protagoras and the rest of the Sophists still made the biggest impact on bringing argumentation to the core of
Greek thought. A logical argument cannot be based on a personal and malicious attack on a character.
Remember, name-calling can never be considered as a rebuttal. In the search for truth and knowledge, in any
argument, it is important to always question what you know. How to Write an Argumentative Essay. The
evidence you include should not be based only on personal knowledge or your own opinion. Argumentation
has existed as far back as the earliest Greek civilization when fifth-century Sophists were trying to educate
people on the art of either defending or attacking a thesis through argument. Keep in mind that your
assignment may already dictate how many claims are required for your specific paper, so make sure to read
the assignment guidelines again carefully before starting. Restate the importance of your issue Similar to what
you did in your introduction, you want to state why this topic is critical. You may also see simple descriptive
essay templates. Leave them with a powerful statement to get them thinking about your ideas. The truth
remains that argumentation will always be vital in the ability to think critically. So if you want to make a
claim about eating insects, you might write something like this: Bugs are highly nutritious, and eating them
can fix the problem of hunger and malnutrition in the United States. So you might write something like: The
world would be a better place if more people ate insects as a part of their diets. You may also see sample
persuasive essay templates. No person can always guarantee to make a claim of absolute truth to any issue.
Argumentative Paper Format depts. This is where evidence comes into play. You can do this by restating
some of the key ideas presented in your paper or by restating the ideas presented in your thesis. A person
should always think with the shadow of a doubt. You may also see personal essay templates. Restate the ideas,
not the same words. If you need a few examples before you start writing your own thesis, take a look at these
example argumentative thesis statements.


